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INSTRUCTIONS

The bus passes this location at listed times. Look for the column of times below the matching symbol in the schedule.

Only certain trips operate along this portion of the route. See the schedule for trips that operate here.

The bus operates express along the route. Only certain trips operate along this portion of the route.

The bus stops at the times listed below the symbol. Light times are A.M.; hard times are P.M.

The timeline shows when the bus is scheduled to depart. Actual departure times may vary and depend upon traffic and weather conditions. Arrive at the bus stop about 5 minutes early to avoid missing the bus.

The bus stops at the times listed below the symbol. Light times are A.M.; hard times are P.M.

The timeline shows when the bus is scheduled to depart. Actual departure times may vary and depend upon traffic and weather conditions. Arrive at the bus stop about 5 minutes early to avoid missing the bus.

The bus stops at the times listed below the symbol. Light times are A.M.; hard times are P.M.

The timeline shows when the bus is scheduled to depart. Actual departure times may vary and depend upon traffic and weather conditions. Arrive at the bus stop about 5 minutes early to avoid missing the bus.

The bus stops at the times listed below the symbol. Light times are A.M.; hard times are P.M.

The timeline shows when the bus is scheduled to depart. Actual departure times may vary and depend upon traffic and weather conditions. Arrive at the bus stop about 5 minutes early to avoid missing the bus.

The bus stops at the times listed below the symbol. Light times are A.M.; hard times are P.M.

The timeline shows when the bus is scheduled to depart. Actual departure times may vary and depend upon traffic and weather conditions. Arrive at the bus stop about 5 minutes early to avoid missing the bus.

HOLIDAY SCHEDULE IN EFFECT

New Year’s Day...................................... Sunday
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.......................... Monday
Presidents’ Day...................................... Monday
Memorial Day....................................... Monday
Labor Day........................................... Monday
Independence Day................................. Monday
Columbus Day...................................... Saturday
Presidential Election Day.......................... Saturday
Veterans Day....................................... Saturday
Thanksgiving Day................................... Thursday
Christmas Day..................................... Friday
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